Partial Worship Facility Portfolio
California Baptist University, Riverside, CA
Colonial Baptist Church, Cary, NC
Dogwood Church, Tyrone, GA
Dunwoody Baptist, Dunwoody, GA
Family Church, St. Louis , MO
Hampton Park Baptist, Greenville, SC
Harvest Church, Riverside, CA
Hebron Baptist, Dacula, GA
Lutheran Theological Seminary, Gettysburg, PA
Mariners Church, Irvine, CA
Sisters of Mercy of the Americas, St. Louis, MO

This project listing does not imply an endorsement of APCO or APCO products.
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The Right Signs Can Make All the Difference

Ongoing Service
& Maintenance
What happens after the initial
signage installation? If you’re not
asking this question when purchasing signs for your worship facility,
you should be!
Signs are an investment, so purchasing from a manufacturer with no
proven history, no updatable systems
for long-term maintenance and no
warranties is not wise. APCO has
been servicing our worship facility
installations for over 40 years, and
we do whatever it takes to make
things right should a problem occur.
At the end of the day, if replacement
parts are not available for your signs
Project: Mariners Church, Irvine, CA

or the system is not easy to

Design: Mike Berger, David Riley Assoc.

maintain, your signage investment
will deteriorate quickly.

WORSHIP FACILITY SIGN SOLUTIONS

Project: Colonial Baptist, Cary, NC

Places of worship have evolved a lot over the years.
Many churches and other religious institutions have
grown into sizeable facilities, with multiple buildings
and educational areas that can be challenging to
navigate. APCO’s experienced staff and broad range
of proven products can help guide the way.
APCO has been implementing successful sign
programs for churches and other religious facilities
throughout the US since 1966, for both interior and
exterior environments. From wayfinding and design
to fabrication and installation, APCO can customize
a solution that’s the perfect fit for your facility. It’s
what we do. It’s our passion.

A Sign “Family”
Creating a “family” or cohesive system of signs is critical for an effective
wayfinding program. APCO has experience developing systems for worship
facilities of all sizes, and we have the range of modular products to accommodate every type of sign needed for interior and exterior projects.

Interior Solutions
APCO offers a wide range of
Project: Hampton Park Baptist, Greenville, SC

innovative interior sign systems,

Wayfinding: APCO Signs

all manufactured at our Atlanta
headquarters using the latest
technologies. APCO’s interior
systems have received 7 awards for
design excellence from the
Industrial Designers Society of
America and have been proven
over time in worship facilities
throughout the US. Combining
the best of both form and
function, APCO products are
100% updatable to accommodate

Auditorium

changes yet offer unique design
features and finishes for a
customized look compatible with
any interior environment.
Project: Hebron Baptist Church, Dacula, GA

Wayfinding/Planning

Project: Hebron Baptist Church, Dacula, GA

Long-time members of your
congregation may know their way
around your facility or campus,
but how about new members,
prospective members and guests?
No one enjoys being lost. It
creates frustration and a negative
image of your facility. APCO has
a team of experts who work with
worship facilities and/or their
design partners to better understand the wayfinding challenges,
perform on-site surveys, ensure
ADA compliance and create
customized solutions to suit
specific needs and budgets.

Exterior Solutions
APCO’s exterior systems feature high-quality aluminum & fiberglass components, durable finishes and design options to compliment a range of
architectural building styles. Manufactured at our Atlanta headquarters,
APCO’s exterior systems are durable to withstand the elements yet easily
updatable to accommodate future growth & change.

Image Enhancement
Signs can do much more than identify, direct and inform. They can be powerful
vehicles to convey image and brand as well. APCO has the expertise, state-of-the
art manufacturing equipment and innovative products & materials to develop
solutions that visually enhance your facility.

Project: Harvest Church, Riverside, CA
Designer: David Riley Assoc.
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Long-time members of your
congregation may know their way
around your facility or campus,
but how about new members,
prospective members and guests?
No one enjoys being lost. It
creates frustration and a negative
image of your facility. APCO has
a team of experts who work with
worship facilities and/or their
design partners to better understand the wayfinding challenges,
perform on-site surveys, ensure
ADA compliance and create
customized solutions to suit
specific needs and budgets.

Exterior Solutions
APCO’s exterior systems feature high-quality aluminum & fiberglass components, durable finishes and design options to compliment a range of
architectural building styles. Manufactured at our Atlanta headquarters,
APCO’s exterior systems are durable to withstand the elements yet easily
updatable to accommodate future growth & change.

Interior Solutions
APCO offers a wide range of
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innovative interior sign systems,

Wayfinding: APCO Signs

all manufactured at our Atlanta
headquarters using the latest
technologies. APCO’s interior
systems have received 7 awards for
design excellence from the
Industrial Designers Society of
America and have been proven
over time in worship facilities
throughout the US. Combining
the best of both form and
function, APCO products are
100% updatable to accommodate

Auditorium

changes yet offer unique design
features and finishes for a
customized look compatible with
any interior environment.
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Places of worship have evolved a lot over the years.
Many churches and other religious institutions have
grown into sizeable facilities, with multiple buildings
and educational areas that can be challenging to
navigate. APCO’s experienced staff and broad range
of proven products can help guide the way.
APCO has been implementing successful sign
programs for churches and other religious facilities
throughout the US since 1966, for both interior and
exterior environments. From wayfinding and design
to fabrication and installation, APCO can customize
a solution that’s the perfect fit for your facility. It’s
what we do. It’s our passion.

A Sign “Family”
Creating a “family” or cohesive system of signs is critical for an effective
wayfinding program. APCO has experience developing systems for worship
facilities of all sizes, and we have the range of modular products to accommodate every type of sign needed for interior and exterior projects.

Ongoing Service
& Maintenance
What happens after the initial
signage installation? If you’re not
asking this question when purchasing signs for your worship facility,
you should be!
Signs are an investment, so purchasing from a manufacturer with no
proven history, no updatable systems
for long-term maintenance and no
warranties is not wise. APCO has
been servicing our worship facility
installations for over 40 years, and
we do whatever it takes to make
things right should a problem occur.
At the end of the day, if replacement
parts are not available for your signs
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or the system is not easy to
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maintain, your signage investment
will deteriorate quickly.
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